1. Introduction. All conventions of our papers on Surface areai1) are again in force. The positive integers m = n which were fixed throughout SA II are now so specialized that m=n -1, «2:2. The corresponding(2) function $ is an (re -l)-dimensional measure over Euclidean «-space, which reduces to Carathéodory linear measure if « = 2. The starting point of the present article is the definition of the exterior normal of a subset 4 of «-space at a point x in «-space. A glance at 3.1-3.4 below will convince the reader that the existence or nonexistence of this vector is a local, geometric property of the set 4 at the point x. None but the most elementary topology enters into this definition in which the boundary of 4 is never even mentioned. As will be reaffirmed in 3.6, v(A, x) is the exterior normal of 4 at x whenever this exists, otherwise v(A, x) =6, the zero vector.
With these definitions of surface measure and exterior normal at hand, we are led to investigate the validity of the Gauss-Green formula (1) f Djf(x)dx = Ç f(x)Vj(A, x)d$x.
Here 4 is an open subset of En,j is a positive integer between 1 and «, v¡(A, x) is the jth component of v(A, x), and DJ is the partial derivative of/ in the direction of the jth unit vector. In this connection we shall always make the assumptions that both integrals are finite, that the boundary of 4 has finite 4> measure, and that/ is absolutely continuous within the closure of 4 along almost all lines in the direction of the/th unit vector(3).
It is seen from Theorem 6.4 that (1) is true if the above conditions are satisfied and if, in addition, the boundary of 4 has a certain(4) type of regularity. However we are able to prove much more in the special case w = 2. In fact it is shown in §7 that the boundary of every open set in the plane has the required regularity if it is of finite Carathéodory linear measure. Thus (1) holds in the plane under the conditions of the preceding paragraph. The question whether this much is true in higher dimensions is left unanswered.
The above mentioned regularity of the boundary of A is called i> restrictedness. Its local character is clear from Definition 3.12. Anthony P. Morse and John F. Randolph have recently(5) introduced and investigated this concept in the case of plane sets. The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to them for the opportunity to read their paper in manuscript.
He has freely used their methods and results. Their paper and Randolph's thesis(") have been his main source of interest in the subject matter of the present article.
§2 contains a theorem about the transformation of integrals. A generalization of the strong form of Cauchy's Theorem, concerning the integral of an analytic function "around" an open set, is proved in §8.
Transformation of integrals.
2.1 Theorem. If (I) <p is such a measure over A that A is expressible as a countable sum of<¡> measurable sets of finite <b measure ;
(II) ^ is such a measure over the metric space B that closed subsets of B are \¡/ measurable and every \p measurable set is contained in a Borel set of equal ip measure; (III) gis such a function on A to B that E [g(x) £ Fj is <f> measurable for every closed set F £73 ; (IV) u is such a <p measurable function that 0^u(x)< » for <p almost all x in A and J N(g, X, y)diy = T u(x)d<t>x for every <f> measurable set XCA ; then ff(y)N(g, X, y)#y -j f[g(x)]u(x)d<t>x whenever X is a<p measurable subset of A and f is such a \p measurable function that -oo ^/(y) ^ » for \j/ almost all yinB.
Proof. We fix a <p measurable set CCA and let Evidently G is closed to countable addition and to complementation.
Hence (III) implies that every Borel set of 73 is a member of G. Next we infer from Part 1 and (II) that every \p measurable subset of g*(P) is expressible(7) as an £" plus a set of \p measure zero. We shall complete the proof by showing that every subset of g*(P) of \p measure zero is a member of G.
Suppose YCg*(P), yp(Y) = 0 and But XxCP so that <b(Xx) =0. Since XCXU we conclude <p(X) =0 and F£G, Part 3. fCH implies ß(f)=a(f).
Proof. In case / is the characteristic function of a \p measurable set
HERBERT FEDERER [July Check the relations: Proof. We assume |S'| >0 and define
Clearly A(w)£73. Furthermore \S'\ < oo implies
Hence we can and do select a Lebesgue measurable set T for which A(w) CTCB and | T\ = /|S'|. Since r was an arbitrary positive number less than p, we infer that D%(ß, x) = 2t-1. Let/->1. Since g is differentiable almost everywhere in E"-i, and Tk has density 1 at almost all of its points, we shall complete the proof by verifying the following. Statement. If A is a positive integer, yETk, g is differentiable at y, and Tk has density 1 at y, then rg(y) points into X at g(y).
Proof. Let L be the differential of g at y and denote c=rg(y). Obviously cnJg(y) = 1. Let x =g(y) and
Choose 17 >0. Select e>0 so that ¡£fi-Z7X| èv\Hi\, where We first prove:
(1) IfwG£*and (w o t) G UT, then (moíjGI In fact the hypotheses of (1) imply that \w-y\ ú\z -x\ <r, where z=(w o t), and that ft-» >(1 + a + |fx||)f 2: I c -x\
Since zn = t, this implies k~l>t-[g(w)]n>0. But g(w)EA-it(X), so that (wot)EX. Thus (1) is proved. Proof. X = (X-S)+2Zï=iXSkC(W-S)+2Zt"=igk*(X'), $(W-S)=0, and gk is Lipschitzian. Use Lemma 4.1 of SA II.
Parí 2. I £"_i-£'I =0.
Proof. Letting P be the projecting function such that Pix) = *' for x G En, we deduce from Theorem 4.4 of SA I and Remark 2.3 of SA II that j N(P,B, y)dy g $(£) < ».
Hence N(P, B, y) < °o for almost all y in £"_i, which implies that yEF' for almost all y in £"_i.
Part 3. \iC-WS)'\ =0.
Vtoof Proof. (4'-G')C (£"-!-£') +(4'£'-C')-r-(C'-G').
From parts 2 and 5 we infer that the first and third of the last three sets each has measure zero. We shall complete the proof by showing that the second set is vacuous.
For this purpose we suppose yE(A'F' -C'). Remembering that y££"_i-V, we compute:
«Gp-x tE\-p iG(cV «£(0"
Since y CG', we know that
We next use the definition of G, and 3.15, to obtain the propositions: 
Proof. (II-GS)C(H-W) + (W-GS) = (H-W) + (W-G) + (W-S).
Use Hence (7) holds in particular whenever/ has continuous partial derivatives on £", and we can apply standard methods of approximation to deduce that (7) is valid for every numerically valued function / for which the integrals occurring in (7) are finite. We say x is accessible from S if and only if #££2, S££2, and x is a limit point of a connected subset of S. 
